Soliton behaviour in a bistable reaction diffusion model.
We analyze a generic reaction-diffusion model that contains the important features of Turing systems and that has been extensively used in the past to model biological interesting patterns. This model presents various fixed points. Analysis of this model has been made in the past only in the case when there is only a single fixed point, and a phase diagram of all the possible instabilities shows that there is a place where a Turing-Hopf bifurcation occurs producing oscillating Turing patterns. In here we focus on the interesting situation of having several fixed points, particularly when one unstable point is in between two equally stable points. We show that the solutions of this bistable system are traveling front waves, or solitons. The predictions and results are tested by performing extensive numerical calculations in one and two dimensions. The dynamics of these solitons is governed by a well defined spatial scale, and collisions and interactions between solitons depend on this scale. In certain regions of parameter space the wave fronts can be stationary, forming a pattern resembling spatial chaos. The patterns in two dimensions are particularly interesting because they can present a coherent dynamics with pseudo spiral rotations that simulate the myocardial beat quite closely. We show that our simple model can produce complicated spatial patterns with many different properties, and could be used in applications in many different fields.